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COVID-19 Cases in Tokyo
Number of positive cases (as of 6 p.m. today)

Positive cases today 189
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1. Facilities basically requested to close
(Applies to facilities 1,000㎡ or over)

・Entertainment facilities
(cabaret clubs, internet cafes, etc.)

・Universities, tutoring schools
・Exercise and amusement facilities
・Theaters, etc.
・Event halls and exhibition facilities
・Commercial facilities

Request for facilities to close and events to be cancelled



2. Facilities to be asked to close based on

the type of facility.

・Cultural and educational facilities (schools)
→Suspend use of facility and holding of events

・Child daycare and after school centers
→Secure required child care resources
→Cooperate with measures to prevent the

spread of the virus

Request for facilities to close and events to be cancelled



3. Facilities essential to maintain life in society
Medical institutions, facilities selling food and 
daily items, facilities that serve meals, etc.

・Medical institutions, facilities selling food
and daily items, etc.

→Continue operations, cooperate with
measures to prevent the spread of the virus

・Facilities that serve meals
→Restrict hours of operations and 
service of alcohol

Request for facilities to close and events to be cancelled



■Overview
For businesses that fully cooperate with 
Tokyo’s requests during the period of the 
state of emergency, a payment will be 
issued.
■Eligibility
Small and medium-sized enterprises in Tokyo 
that fully cooperate with the requests of the 
Tokyo Metropolitan Government, etc.
■Amount of payment
500,000 yen（Businesses with two or more locations
1,000,000 yen）

Establishment of a system to issue 
payments to companies that cooperate



Name: Tokyo Metropolitan Government State of Emergency Measures
Consultation Center (Assistance provided in Japanese only)

Date established: Tuesday, April 7, 2020
Hours: 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. (Daily, includes weekends and holidays）

Telephone number: ０３－５３８８－０５６７
※A list of FAQ is available on the website ※Please be careful to dial correctly.

※ Inquiries concerning COVID-19 prevention, testing, and
medical care can still be directed to the Tokyo Novel
Coronavirus Call Center: ０５７０－５５０－５７１

A call center has been established to respond to questions and concerns from Tokyo 
citizens and businesses regarding the measures being implemented, including requests 
and orders stipulated by the Revised Act on Special Measures for Pandemic Influenza and 
New Infectious Diseases Preparedness and Response.

Establishment of a call center to handle inquiries on 
Tokyo’s emergency measures
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